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the k&n air filter is made of a high-flow, porous cotton material that allows air to flow freely. to
increase airflow even more, k&n uses a dual-layer, micron-rated porous cotton material for
maximum airflow. the k&n air filter also comes with k&n's 0.23 micron prefilter. the prefilter

combines with the k&n air filter to provide a 1.52 micron particle reduction. reducing dirt and other
particles in the air you breathe is important because these particles can become harmful to your
engine if they get into the cylinders. with its top appearance, the k&n rk intake system not only

eliminates the bulky air cleaner completely, but also improves air flow by keeping the engine's air
cleaner cover open all the way. in addition, the k&n rk air intake system helps reduce the sound of

air blowing through the air cleaner by keeping the air cleaner fully open. the k&n rk air intake system
also keeps the valve cover clean. this k&n rk air intake system includes a custom aluminum breather
plate that is constructed with a tightly woven wire fabric for maximum surface area to volume ratio.
the breathing plate prevents pressure build-up inside the intake system. pressure build-up inside the
intake system is harmful to both k&n's air filters and the engine. k&n's advanced breather plate also

helps control the amount of air trapped in the intake system, making breathing more efficient. a
small fan is also included in the k&n rk air intake system to help move air through the system and
out the back of the vehicle. the k&n air intake system screws directly into the vehicle's air cleaner

cover. if the stock air cleaner cover is removed from the vehicle, then the intake system will fit inside
the stock air cleaner cover. this means that you can install the k&n air intake system at a convenient
time without removing the air cleaner cover from the air filter housing. the intake system also has a

slot for the stock air cleaner when the intake system is not installed on the vehicle.
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prior to hunt valley, fi-air filter was one of the top manufacturing companies providing air filters for
the industrial and commercial markets. using a combination of innovative design and superior

component technologies, fi-air has grown into a world-class filtration system manufacturer. with the
introduction of the alpha series, fi-air continues its commitment to innovation by bringing a new level
of performance to the industry. the alpha series offers a unique two-component system filter which
incorporates micro-sealed ceramic core design in the filter body. this design effectively traps soot
particles and volatile organic compounds (voc) and guarantees superior tightness. the pressure

rating is 55,000 psi. these filters are available in a variety of configurations and can be customized to
service virtually any application. when installing a service, the filter body is attached directly to the
flange surface via powder-glue resulting in a permanent seal. this enhances performance and adds
to the filter’s robustness. we manufacture and service portable and industrial high-pressure air and

vacuum units for aerodynamic applications. these products consist of complete integrated units that
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are designed for efficient operation and delivery of optimal static pressure and volumetric flow rates,
regardless of customer requirements. we also provide repair, maintenance, renovation and

refurbishment services for our customers. whether you're considering purchasing a new fire fighter
or a new fire engine, there is no greater responsibility than protecting lives and property. we take

that responsibility seriously and are confident that your new charter will deliver the superior
performance and service you've come to expect. let us show you why we're the most trusted oem

and rebuilder of fire equipment in canada. as a leading supplier of fire equipment for canadian
firefighters, we've earned our reputation by being a strong and steady partner to municipalities.
whether you are a fire service agency, municipality or private citizen, you can count on our fire

equipment to protect and support you in the event of emergency. 5ec8ef588b
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